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Network pruning for extending satellite service life in LEO 
satellite constellations 
Mohammed Hussein1 • Gentian Jakllari1 · Beatrice Pail lassa1 
Ahstract We address the problem of network pruning for 
extending the service life of satellites in LEO constella­
tions. Satellites in LEO constellations can spend over 30 % 
of their time under the earth's umbra, time during which 
they are powered by batteries. While the batteries are 
recharged by solar energy, the depth of discharge they 
reach during eclipse significantly affects their lifetirne 
and by extension, the service life of the satellites them­
selves. For batteries of the type that power Iridium satel­
lites, a 15 % increase to the depth of discharge can 
practically eut their service lives in half. ln this paper, we 
present the design and evaluation of two forms of network 
pruning schemes that reduce the energy consumption of 
LEO satellite network. First, we propose a new lightweight 
traffic-agnostic metric for quantifiying the quality of a 
frugal topology, the Adequacy Index (ADI). After showing 
that the problem of rninimizing the power consumption of a 
LEO network subject to a given ADI threshold is NP-bard, 
we propose heuristcs to solve it. Second, we propose 
traffic-aware metric for quantifiying the quality of a frugal 
topology, the maximum link utilization (MLlJ). Also, with 
the problem being NP-bard subject to a given MLU 
threshold, we propose heuristics to solve it. We evaluate 
both forms using realistic LEO topologies and traffic 
matrices. Results show that traffic-agnostic pruning and 
traffic-aware pruning can increase the satellite service life 
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by as much as 85 and 80 %, respectively. This is accom­
plished by trading off very little in terms of average path 
length and congestion. 
Keywords Satellite service life · Link switch off · 
Network design 
1 Introduction 
Satellite networks in general and LEO satellite constella­
tions in particular are expected to be an essential part of 
Next-Generation Internet (NGI) [1, 2). With satellite and 
earth stations you can create more stable network than 
laying cables. ln general satellite network is composed of 
the satellites and inter-satellite links (lSLs) that connect the 
satellites to provide the end-to-end path [3]. Satellites in 
LEO have attracted more attention in recent research due to 
their short propagation delay and lower signal attenuation, 
which is more desirable for the voice communication and 
real time applications. Nevertheless, a LEO satellite con­
stellation like Iridium or Iridium NEXT is extremely 
expensive to deploy and maintain and, as such, extending 
its service lifetime is of crucial importance. 
Networking solutions can contribute to extending the 
lifetime of a LEO satellite constellation by reducing energy 
consumption when satellites are under the earth's eclipse 
and powered by batteries. Severa! studies have shown that 
as little as 15  % reduction in a lithium-ion battery's depth 
of discharge can double its lifetime [4, 5). Sirnilar behavior 
is observed with lithium-ion batteries [6, 7), the kind of 
which will power lridium-NEXT [8]. However, the energy 
consumption reduction schemes proposed so far have 
focused on the satellite as a single entity not the constel­
lation as a whole [9, 10). 
In this work, we ask whether considering the satellite
constellations as a whole could lead to better approaches
for reducing the energy consumption of eclipsed satellites.
Our question is rooted in the fact that LEO constellations
are designed to cover the entire globe almost uniformly
when the traffic distribution on earth is not homogeneous.
Users tend to cluster around major urban areas (see
Fig. 1) for the Iridium satellite constellation, it is esti-
mated that between 81 and 85 % of the traffic comes from
continents [11] leaving large sections of the constellation
significantly underutilized. Therefore, selectively shutting
down a significant fraction of the constellation during
periods of low demand so as to reduce overall energy
consumption is entirely conceivable.
In the literature, to the best of our knowledge there is no
work to consider the problem of network pruning in a
satellite constellation for extending its lifetime. However,
in terrestrial networks two approaches have been proposed
to put network links into sleep mode: the traffic-aware
approach [12] that rely on the joint control of network
topology and instantaneous and global knowledge of the
traffic matrix and network congestion levels, and topology-
aware approach [13], that based on knowledge of the net-
work topology, without traffic awareness. While, the first
approach requires the knowledge of the traffic matrix a
reqirement that can be impractical for many network
operators, the second approach requires the knowledge of
network topology in each router which is possible to
satisfy this requirement by runing a link state routing
protocol such as OSPF [14].
Nevertheless, shutting down entire sections without
adversely affecting customer communications is not trivial.
To address this, in the both forms of pruning we consider a
LEO satellite constellation as a single, large and distributed
system. In the traffic-agnostic pruning we design a network
management system that takes as input the LEO network
topology and identifies the maximum number of network
links that can be powered down while still guaranteeing the
primary topological characterisitics of the frugal network.
We introduce a new lightweight traffic-agnostic metric for
quantifiying the quality of a frugal topology, the Adequacy
Index (ADI). ADI is based on the concept of algebraic
connectivity from spectral graph theory [15]. First, we
show that the problem of minimizing the power con-
sumption of a network subject to a given ADI threshold is
NP-hard. Then, we propose a heuristic named AvOId
(Algebraic based algOrIthm for frugality), which removes
links that have low impact on network connectivity. The
traffic-aware pruning takes as input the LEO network
topology and traffic matrix. It identifies the maximum
number of network links that can be powered down while
still guaranteeing the Maximum Link Utilization (MLU)
being below a threshold. Since finding the optimal solution
is a NP-complete problem, we propose two heuristic
algorithms BASIC (Basic Link Pruning) and SNAP
(poSitioN Aware Pruning). BASIC and SNAP differ in
their efficiency in powering off a great number of eclipse
links.
Throughout this paper we make the following
contributions:
1. In Sect. 3, we have implemented a Matlab script to
determine the times of shadow entrance and exit for
each satellite.
2. In Sect. 4, we define and formulate the traffic-agnostic
energy saving problem as Integer Linear Program
(ILP). The objective is to minimize the total power
consumption of the eclipsed satellites. Then, we
propose heuristc algorithm that is effective for large
networks.
3. In Sect. 5, we first describe our own traffic matrix in a
LEO satellite constellations. Then, we formally define
and formulate the traffic-aware energy saving problem
using Integer Linear Program (ILP). The objective also
is to minimize the total power consumption of the
eclipsed satellites. Further, we propose two heuristc
algorithms differ in their efficiency in powering off a
great number of eclipse links.
4. In Sect. 6, simulation results based on a realistic LEO
satellite constellation and traffic matrices show that
both forms have the potential to deliver substantial
energy savings for LEO networks. Also, we compare
the two pruning schemes in terms of their impact on
satellites lifetime, performance and complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews the related work. The LEO satellite eclipse time
Fig. 1 A LEO satellite network with non homogeneous traffic
distribution
calculation is presented in Sect. 3. In Sects. 4 and 5 we
introduce the traffic-agnostic pruning and the traffic-aware
pruning for extending satellite service life, respectively.
The effectiveness of our methods is demonstrated in Sect.
6. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Sect. 7.
2 Related work
There is a large body of work on power management in
contexts complementary to ours. This includes Operating
System techniques to extend lifetimes in mobiles [16, 17],
as well as wireless sensor networks [18], and data center
networks [19].
Perhaps the first to draw attention to the problem of
saving overall energy in the network was an early position
paper by Gupta and Singh [20]. They discussed the benefits
brought by a power down approach and its impact on
network protocols. In a closely related work [12], the
authors considered different approaches for switching off a
specific number of network elements (nodes and links)
while still ensuring full connectivity and QoS constraint for
backbone networks. Cianfrani et al. [21] propose an OSPF-
compliant approach called ESIR (Energy Saving IP Rout-
ing) where the main goal is to share the Shortest Path Trees
(SPTs) between neighbor routers so that the overall set of
active network links is minimized. ESIR uses heuristic
algorithms to solve the NP-complete problem of sharing
SPTs and reduces the number of active links in a per-
centage of 40 %. A distributed topology-aware algorithm
to determine the operating configuration of each node so as
to minimize energy consumption is presented in [13].
Unfortunately, these approaches cannot be readily applied
to our context as they ignore the specifics of LEO satellite
constellations.
The authors in [22] propose a single optimization
framework on optimizing the combined routing algorithm
and the sleep scheduling scheme for lifetime maximization
of the wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In [23] Sengupta
et al. propose an online multiobjective sleep scheduling
scheme to efficiently schedule the nodes of a WSNs and to
achieve maximum lifetime. Moreover, Zhu et al. present
the design and implementation of a house-build experi-
mental platform, named Energy Management System for
wireless sensor networks (EMrise) for energy management
and exploration on WSNs [24]. The solutions presented so
far have well addressed the problem of reducing the energy
consumption in WSNs. However, these solutions presented
so far have well addressed the problem of battery lifetime
in wireless sensor networks. While, these solutions can
extend the battery lifetime in WSNs, they are not yet
designed for the case of satellite networks and thus
straightforward applicable to satellite context.
The energy allocation and admission control problem of
a single satellite in its orbit is discussed in [9]. The authors
use dynamic programming approach to minimize a cost
related to energy, subject to various delay constraints, such
as a deadline by which all packets must be sent. Satellite
NDMA (S-NDMA) [10] assumes a Demand Assigned
Multiple Access (DAMA) medium access control (MAC)
protocol, and uses the channel statistical information to
define the number of packets transmissions separated by a
round trip times (RTTs), such that the energy consumption
is minimized and a set of QoS requirements is met. How-
ever, these schemes discuss the energy allocation of the
single satellite, not the whole satellite constellation.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
considers the problem of network pruning on satellite
constellations for extending the battery lifetime. Our work
is motivated by the observation that LEO satellite con-
stellations as a whole need to be over-provisioned in terms
of capacity as the individual satellites face highly uneven
traffic demands. The population density, and by extension
the customer base, is high in cities, low in rural areas and
almost zero over the oceans (around 70 % of the earth
surface) [25].
3 Computing the LEO satellite eclipse time
The satellite network architecture looks like a Twisted
Manhattan network [26]. The size of a LEO constellation is
NL ML, where NL is the number of the orbits and ML is
the number of satellites per orbit. Each satellite has four
inter satellite links (ISLs): two intra-plane ISLs and two
inter-plane ISLs, except for the satellites along the counter-
rotating seam that only have three ISLs. Intra-plane ISLs
connect the adjacent satellites in the same plane, while
inter-plane ISLs link adjacent satellites across neighboring
orbits. Unlike other networks such as wireless and wired
the movement of the satellites in such constellations is
deterministic and, thus, the location of a satellite at any
given time can be computed.
We revisit quickly standard textbook material [27] that
can be used to determine, at any given time, whether a
particular satellite is under the earth’s shadow, and if yes,
for how long it has been there. We will use this information
for preferring shutting down links under the earth‘s umbra.
The LEO satellite location can be computed using the
satellite orbital parameters. According to the Kepler model
for the circular orbit, we need three quantities to determine
the shadow conditions of earth satellites: The orbital size,
the orbit inclination i, and the right ascension of the
ascending node (RAAN), denoted by X. The orbit incli-
nation is simply the angle between the orbit plane and the
equatorial plane, while RAAN is the angle measured from
the vernal equinox along the earth equator to the point at
which the satellite ascends from south to north. With this
information one can compute the time a particular satellite
enters and exits the earth’s umbra (shadow) [28].
We have coded the algorithm in a Matlab script and in
Fig. 2 we illustrate the results of the script for a particular
Iridium satellite. Based on data publicly available [29], we
use the following parameters: altitude 780 km, orbit
inclination 86:4, eccentricity zero, RAAN 235:47, argu-
ment of perigee zero. The analysis begins on September 1,
2013 at 11:00:00 UTC and is carried out for a 24 h period.
For clarity, only a few hours are depicted in Fig. 2. We
observed that an Iridium satellite performs a full circle
around the earth in around 100 min and spends about 36
min in the earth’s umbra. Considering the significant por-
tion of time the satellite is eclipsed, the battery operation
and life are very important to the service life of the satellite
itself.
4 Traffic-agnostic pruning
In this section we discuss traffic-agnostic power manage-
ment scheme that exploit pruning states to reduce power
consumption in the whole LEO constellation. This solution
is based on the knowledge of network topology, without
traffic awareness. This solution can be integrated more
easily into IP routing protocol.
4.1 Primer on algebraic connectivity
‘‘How well connected is a graph?’’ This is a fundamental
question to any problem modeled using graphs and that
unfortunately defies a simple answer. Even producing a
simple definition as to what well connected exactly means
is challenging. The algebraic connectivity the second
smallest eigenvalue of the graph’s Laplacian matrix was
established by Fiedler in his seminal work [15] as an ele-
gant answer to this fundamental question.
Let G ¼ ðV ;EÞ be a simple graph with |V| vertices and
|E| edges; its algebraic connectivity is a function of its
adjacency and dcirc matrices. In the following, we intro-
duce formal definitions for all these quantities along with
some key results on algebraic connectivity.
Definition 1 (Adjacency Matrix) Given a simple graph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ with Vj j ¼ n, its adjacency matrix A(G) is a
n n binary matrix where the entry aij is equal to 1 if
fi; jg 2 E and 0 otherwise.
Definition 2 (Degree Matrix) Given a simple graph G ¼
ðV;EÞ with Vj j ¼ n, its dcirc matrix D(G) is a n n
diagonal matrix where the entry dii is equal to the dcirc of
vertex i.
Definition 3 (Laplacian Matrix) Given a simple graph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ with Vj j ¼ n, its Laplacian matrix L(G) is a
n n matrix defined as:
LðGÞ ¼ DðGÞ  AðGÞ
From Definition 3, it follows that the entry li;j of the
Laplacian matrix for graph G is
li;j ¼
degðiÞ if i ¼ j
1 if i 6¼ j and fi; jg 2 E
0 otherwise
8
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where deg(i) is the dcirc of vertex i.
The eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix are usually
referred to as the graph spectra. The number of zero-valued
eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix is equal to the number
of connected components in the graph G. Consequently,
the second smallest eigenvalue being 0 is equivalent to the
graph having at least two connected component and thus
being disconnected. Therefore, this eigenvalue is referred
to as the algebraic connectivity of the graph [15]. More
formally:
Definition 4 (Algebraic Connectivity a(G)) Let N 2 and
0 = k1  k2. . . kN be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian
matrix L(G). The algebraic connectivity a(G) of the graph
G is equal to the second smallest eigenvalue, k2.
Fig. 2 The analysis is for 24 h but for clarity of presentation only a
few hours are depicted. This satellite performs a full circle around the
earth around 14 times over 24 h, with average cycle duration of
around 100 min. Out of the 100 min cycle, around 36 min are spent in
the earth’s umbra
The algebraic connectivity has become essential to the
study of the network robustness not only because a non-
zero value proves end-to-end connectivity but more
importantly because of Lemma 1 proved by Fiedler [15]. It
connects the algebraic connectivity to two important graph
properties. One, the vertex connectivity, the minimum
number of vertices whose deletion from a graph discon-
nects it. Two, the edge connectivity, the minimum number
of edges whose deletion from a graph G disconnects it.
Lemma 1 (Bound on Connectivity) Let k(G) and gðGÞ be
the vertex and edge connectivity of the graph G, respec-
tively. Then
aðGÞ kðGÞ gðGÞ:
Finally, we present a property that will be useful in
Sect. 4.2.
Lemma 2 The function a(G) is non-decreasing for
graphs with the same set of vertices, i.e. aðG1Þ aðG2Þ, if
V1 ¼ V2, and E1  E2.
4.2 New metric and problem formulaion
In this section we propose a new metric, Adequacy
Index (ADI), for quantifying the quality of a LEO network
topology. We then use this metric to formally define the
problem of computing frugal LEO topology.
4.2.1 Adequacy Index
Our goal is to compute a frugal yet adequate version of an
LEO satellite network topology. For this, we first need to
quantify the notions of frugal and adequate. The notion of
frugal is easy to quantify it is the non-trivial version of
the full network topology that minimizes energy con-
sumption. Adequate has been traditionally defined as a
topology whose maximum link utilization is bounded by a
given threshold (Sect. 5). The advantage of this definition
is that it guarantees a given level of congestion and quality
of service in the network. Unfortunately, guaranteeing a
given level of link utilization requires accurate and
instantaneous information as to the level of congestion and
traffic matrix in the network. To circumvent this imprac-
tical requirement, in this section we propose a new defi-
nition for adequate:
Definition 5 (Adequacy Index, ADI) Let G ¼ ðV ;EÞ be a
simple graph. Let Gf ¼ ðV ;Ef Þ such that Ef  E be a
frugal version of graph G. The adequacy index, ADI, of the
frugal graph Gf is defined as follows:
ADIðGf Þ ¼ aðG
f Þ
aðGÞ ð1Þ
where a() denotes the algebraic connectivity.
The following lemma describes a basic property of the
Adequacy Index.
Lemma 3 Let G ¼ ðV;EÞ be a simple graph and Gf ¼
ðV;Ef Þ such that Ef  E a frugal version of graph G. Then
0ADIðGf Þ 1:
Proof Follows from Lemma 2. h
The Adequacy Index has the advantage of depending on
the topological properties of the LEO network and not on
the instantaneous traffic level. At the same time, as it
depends on the algebraic connectivity it is related to the
level of connectivity and redundancy. In Sect. 6, using real
LEO topology and traffic matrices, we show that the
Adequacy Index provides a knob that enables changing the
level of frugality as well as congestion in the network.
4.2.2 Problem formulation
We model the LEO network as un undirected weighted
graph G(V, E), where V is the set of N ¼ jV j nodes and E is
the set of L ¼ jEj links representing the physical links
between satellite nodes. Satellite nodes can be divided into
two categories based on whether they are exposed to the
sun or eclipsed by the earth. Our interest is obviously on
the eclipsed satellites which are powered by batteries.
Let puv be the power consumption of the eclipsed link
(u, v) and xuv be a binary variable denoting whether link
(u, v) is pruned or not. The objective is to turn off as many
eclipsed links as possible so as to create a frugal yet ade-
quate topology of satellite nodes. The problem can be
formulated as follows:
minimize Ptotal ¼
XsizeðLeclipseÞ
uv¼1
puvxuv ð2Þ
s:t:ADIðGf Þ Threshold ð3Þ
where Leclipse is the set of the eclipsed links. Equation 2
minimizes the total power consumption of the LEO net-
work. Equation 3 forces the Adequacy Index of the
reduced LEO graph to be above a threshold value. Finally,
Theorem 1 shows the difficulty of solving this problem.
Theorem 1 The problem of finding the most frugal LEO
network topology subject to a given adequacy index
threshold is NP-hard.
Proof The proof is simple so we provide a sketch. We
show that our problem is NP-Hard by reducing the
The input for Algorithm 2 is the complete LEO
topology G(N, L) , and the output of the algorithm is an
ordered list of eclipsed links. The algorithm associates to
each eclipse link e 2 E the variation De = aðGÞ  aðGeÞ,
where a(G) is the algebraic connectivity for the input graph
G and aðGeÞ is the algebraic connectivity after removing
the eclipse link e (lines 7-11). We name Z
!
a vector con-
taining the Eclipsed Links (E) and SE List is the ordered
obtained from Z
!
sorting in increasing order of De (line 12).
Algorithm 1: Generic Approach.
input :
⎧⎨
⎩
Complete LEO Network Graph: G(N,L)
Adequacy Index Threshold: ADIT
Sorting Function: SortEclipseEdges()
output : Frugal LEO Graph: Gf (N,Lf )
1 : begin
2 : Gf (N,Lf ) ← G(N,L);
3 : a(G) ← AlgebraicConnectivity (G(N,L))
//Sorted list of eclipse links obtained
from Algorithm 2
4 : SE List ← SortEdges (G(N,Lf ));
//Remove eclipse links starting from the
most expendable if doing so does not
lower the adequacy index below the
threshold, ADIT .
5 : for i = 1 to sizeof(SE List) do
6 : e ← MostExpendable(SE List);
7 : Lf ← Lf − {e};
8 : a(Gf ) ←AlgebraicConnectivity
(Gf (N,Lf ))
9 : if a(G
f )
a(G) ≤ ADIT then
//Do not remove this eclipse edge.
10 : Lf ← Lf + {e};
11 : else
//Removing an edge changes the
structure of the graph and the
relative importance of the
remaining edges. Thus, the edges
queue is re-sorted.
12 : SE List ← SortEdges (G(N,Lf ));
13 : return Gf (N,Lf );
5 Traffic-aware pruning
In this section we discuss traffic-aware power management
schemes that exploit pruning states to reduce power con-
sumption in the whole LEO constellation. This solution is
based on the joint control of network topology and traffic
matrix.
maximum algebraic connectivity augmentation prob-
lem [30], hereto P2, to our problem, hereto P1. To this end, 
we consider the instance of P1 in which once the most 
frugal topology is found, we are asked whether the number 
of edges in this topology is higher than a non-negative 
integer k. Solving this instance of P1 consists of solving an 
instance of P2. Since P2 has been shown to be NP-
Hard [30] that concludes the proof. h
Therefore, we propose heuristic algorithms for com-
puting approximate solutions in admissible time.
4.3 Topology-aware Heuristcs
In this section, we present heuristics for computing the 
most frugal LEO network topology subject to a given 
adequacy index threshold. At first, we propose a generic 
approach that uses the Adequacy Index metric. Then, we 
present a specific instantiations of the generic approach, 
which leverages algebraic connectivity. The generic 
approach, Algorithm 1, uses a greedy strategy for solving 
the problem. It starts with the complete LEO topology and 
renders it frugal by removing eclipse links iteratively (lines 
5 11). In every iteration it selects the most expendable 
eclipse link (line 6) and checks weather removing it would 
not lower the adequacy index of the frugal graph below a 
given threshold, ADIT , given as input (line 9). If this the 
case the eclipse link e can be removed, then, the remaining 
links are resorted (line 12) removing an eclipse link 
changes the LEO graph structure and the relative impor-
tance of the remaining links. Otherwise, the link is kept. 
Obviously, the key part of this approach is sorting the 
eclipse links from the most to the least expendable. 
Depending on how the sorting procedure is implemented, 
we can have a rich set of solutions for the most frugal 
adequate LEO topology problem. Algorithm 2 proposes a 
sorting algorithm called Algebraic based algOrIthm for 
frugality (AvOId) that establishes a direct link between 
every eclipse link and the Adequacy Index.
Algorithm 2 orders the eclipse links based on their 
impact on the algebraic connectivity, since the aim is to 
switch off those links that have low impact on the network 
connectivity. The straightforward approach to determine 
each satellite‘s location would be to add periodic signaling 
for exchanging location information among all satellites. 
However, this would add extra overhead, negating some, if 
not all, of the very benefit brought about by pruning. 
Instead, AvOId solves this challenge by leveraging the fact 
that the satellite movement is deterministic and, thus, the 
location of a satellite at any given time can be computed as 
explained in Sect. 3.
5.1 Traffic distribution and problem formulation
5.1.1 Traffic distribution
The LEO satellite network carries unbalanced traffic load,
which leads that parts of satellite links are congested while
others are unused due to population distribution over the
Globe. Therefore, in this section we describe how to deter-
mine the real traffic matrix in a LEO satellite constellation
[31, 32], in order to put forward the satellites utilization.
Using the Virtual Node concept, the whole world is
divided into 6  12 cells; each cell occupies 30 latitude and
30 longitude. This traffic approach depends on the statistics
about the user density levels per cell, Internet host density
levels per continent, and user activity levels per hour.
The inter-satellite traffic requirement between satellites
s and d, i.e, tsd, depends on the user traffic density level, us,
the host density level, hd, and the distance, l(s, d), between
the satellites:
tsd ¼ ðus  hdÞ
a
ðlðs; dÞÞb ð4Þ
where s corresponds to the LEO logical location (n, m),
with n ¼ d s
ML
e, m ¼ s MOD ML and ML being the number
of satellites in a LEO plane. The distance between two
zones can be calculated using the longitude and latitude for
the center of that zones. Finally, we use the values a ¼ 0:5
and b ¼ 1:5 recommended in [31]. To adapt the generated
traffic model to practical wideband LEO satellite network,
we use tsd as the proportional coefficient for obtaining the
average traffic values Tsd between two satellites.
Tsd ¼ t
sd
P
8s
P
8d
tsd
 total offered traffic
3600
 ah
100 ð5Þ
Here, the total offered traffic represents the total traffic
generated worldwide per day, with ah representing the
activity percentage during hour h. Note that, the average
traffic demand is not only a function of the location of the
source-destination pair but it is also a function of the time
slot.
We have implemented the traffic generation algorithm
in Matlab and in Fig. 3 we depict the results for the arrival
rates for different traffic zones at a given time when the
total offered traffic is 500 Tb/day [33]. As the results show,
many satellites in the constellation are underutilized,
especially satellites covering the Southern Hemisphere.
This represents a clear opportunity for saving energy, since
many ISLs are powered on without fully utilization, while
a carefully selected subset of them can be powered off
without affecting major disruption to network activities.
5.1.2 Problem formulaion
We model the LEO network topology as un undirected
weighted graph G(V, E), where V is the set of N ¼ jVj
nodes and E is the set of L ¼ jEj links, where each link
(u, v) 2 E between two nodes u, v 2 V has a capacity cuv.
The objective is to find a network pruning that minimizes
the total power consumption of the eclipsed links in the
constellation. The problem can be formulated as follows:
Fig. 3 Distribution of traffic arrival rates at a given time for each of
the 72 satellites comprising the LEO constellation
Algorithm 2: AvOId’s Method for Sorting
Eclipse Links.
input : Complete LEO Network Graph:
G(N,L)
output : A sorted list of eclipsed links.
1 : begin
//Compute the eclipse links using the
method described in section 3
2 : E = Compute Eclipse Links List(G(N,L))
3 : a(G) ← AlgebriacConnectivity (G(N,L))
4 : E length =| E |
5 :
→
Z = zeros(SE length)
6 : e = 1
7 : for e ∈ E do
8 :
−−→
Z[e] = e:
9 : compute a(Ge) where Ge = (N,L − {e});
10 : Δe = a(G)− a(Ge);
11 : e = e+ 1;
//Sort eclipse links based on their effect
of algebraic connectivity (from the
least effect to the most effect)
12 : SE List= sort
→
Z in increasing order based
on values Δe;
13 : return SE List;
minimize Ptotal ¼
XsizeðLeclipseÞ
uv¼1
puvxuv ð6Þ
Such that:
XN
v¼1
f sduv 
XN
v¼1
f sdvu ¼
Tsd 8s; d; u ¼ s
Tsd 8s; d; u ¼ d
0 8s; d; u 6¼ s; d
8
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ð7Þ
XN
s¼1
XN
d¼1
ðf sduv þ f sdvu Þ acuvxuv 8u; v ð8Þ
where Leclipse is the set of the eclipsed links, a 2 ð0; 1Þ the
maximum link utilization that can be tolerated1, Tsd the
average amount of traffic going from satellite node s to
satellite node d, f sduv the amount of flow from s to d that is
routed through the arc from u to v and, finally, fuv the total
amount of traffic flowing on the link from u to v.
Equation 6 quantifies the total power consumed by all
active eclipse links. Equation is the standard flow con-
servation constraint that ensures no flow is lost and ensures
that the sum of the flows leaving the source satellite or
entering the destination satellite sums to be Tsd. Equation
forces the link load to be smaller than the maximum link
utilization ratio, a.
The presented problem formulation falls in the class of
capacitated multi-commodity minimum cost flow problems
(CMCF), well-known to be NP-hard [34]. Therefore, we
propose heuristics for computing approximate solutions the
optimization problem in polynomial time.
5.2 Topology and traffic-aware Heuristcs
In this section, we present two heuristics designed to find
an admissible solution to the problem defined by Eq. 6.
The heuristics remove network links in certain order until
no further links can be removed. The first heuristic, Basic
Link Pruning (BASIC), has been inspired by work on
backbone networks [35]. It removes satellite links regard-
less of their spatial location. The second heuristic, Position
Aware Pruning (SNAP), takes the satellite position in
consideration when selecting which links to prune.
Both heuristics start by assuming all links in the LEO
constellation are powered on.
5.2.1 BASIC link pruning (BASIC)
The goal of BASIC, Algorithm 3, is to directly remove the
maximum number of satellite links such that all flows are
satisfied. BASIC starts with a simple observation: it is
highly unlikely that links not belonging to any shortest path
will be used for forwarding traffic. Thus, pruning these
links will have no adverse impact on network performance.
BASIC starts by first computing the set of the shortest path
links given the traffic demand, Din (lines 3-4). Once the
non-shortest-path links are excluded from the set of links to
be kept on2, LS, BASIC proceeds with pruning shortest-
path links. In each iteration, the considered link is removed
from the graph (line 7), and traffic is then rerouted on the
residual graph. After rerouting, if a violation occurs
(Eq. 8), then the specific link is put back on the graph (line
10).
As the names implies, this algorithm is straightforward.
It is introduced here as basis for a more sophisticated
algorithm as well as to demonstrate the value of an
approach that takes into account the specifics of the satel-
lite constellations, as we show in the performance evalu-
ation in Sect. 6.
Algorithm 3: BASIC Link Pruning (BA-
SIC)
input :
{
Complete LEO Network Graph: G(N,L)
Input Deamands List: Din
output : Un-Pruned Links
1 : begin
2 : Links Set(LS) ← {};
3 : for i = 1 to sizeof(Din) do
4 : SP ← links of all shortest paths (Di)
LS ← LS ∪ SP
5 : for i = 1 to sizeof(Links Set) do
6 : Linki ← LS(i);
7 : LS ← LS − {Linki};
8 : V iolated ← Demands Constraints(Din, LS);
9 : if V iolated == True then
10 : LS ← LS ∪ {Linki};
11 : return LS
//Final network topology Gf (N,LS)
1 Link utilization is normally kept below 100 % due to QoS
requirements.
2 BASIC returns the set of links that are to be kept on; the rest of the
links are pruned. Thus, not including non shortest path links in the set
LS is equivalent to pruning them.
Algorithm 4: poSitioN Aware Pruning
(SNAP).
input :
{
Complete LEO Network Graph: G(N,L)
Input Deamands List: Din
output : Un-Pruned Links
1 : begin
2 : EL ← Eclipse Links List(G(N,L));
3 : SunL ← Sun Links List(G(N,L));
4 : SL ← Southern Hemisphere Links(G(N,L));
5 : NL ← Northern Hemisphere Links(G(N,L));
6 : Links Set(LS) ← {};
7 : for i = 1 to sizeof(Din) do
8 : SP ← links of all shortest paths (Di)
LS ← LS ∪ SP
9 : Candidate Eclipse Links(CEL) ← LS ∩ EL;
10 : Northern Eclipse Links(NEL) ← CEL ∩ NL;
11 : Southern Eclipse Links(SEL) ← CEL ∩ SL;
12 : for i = 1 to sizeof(SEL) do
13 : Linki ← SEL(i);
14 : LS ← LS − {Linki};
15 : V iolated ← Demands Constraint(Din, LS);
16 : if V iolated == True then
17 : LS ← LS ∪ {Linki};
18 : for i = 1 to sizeof(NEL) do
19 : Linki ← NEL(i);
20 : LS ← LS − {Linki};
21 : V iolated ← Demands Constraint(Din, LS);
22 : if V iolated == True then
23 : LS ← LS ∪ {Linki};
24 : return LS ∪ SunL;
//Final network topology Gf (N,LS ∪ SunL)
5.2.2 PoSitioN aware pruning (SNAP)
SNAP, Algorithm 4, improves upon BASIC by making
two key observations. First, unlike the terrestrial networks,
from which BASIC is inspired, where shutting down any
networking component improves the energy profile, in
LEO constellations that is not always the case. When
exposed to the sun, satellites are powered by solar energy
so shutting them down is unnecessary. Second, in LEO
constellations there is a high correlation between geo-
graphical location and traffic level. Most satellite traffic hot
spots are located in the Northern Hemisphere, especially
between 0 and 50 N [36]. There is nothing this clear cut
in terrestrial networks.
However, turning these two observations into a pruning
algorithm raises the challenge of determining each satel-
lite’s location every time SNAP needs to make a pruning
decision. Therefore, SNAP starts off by computing the
location of every constellation link (lines 2 5). Then, based
on the traffic demand, it computes the links belonging to
some shortest path tree (lines 7 8). SNAP prunes shortest-
path eclipsed links by considering them in order of
geographic priority. Eclipsed links in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (SEL) are more likely to be lightly loaded so they
are considered for pruning first (lines 12 17); followed by
the eclipsed links in the Northern Hemisphere (NEL) (lines
18 23). Finally, the set of links to be kept on is returned
(line 24).
6 Experimental evaluation
We use CPLEX and Matlab as simulation tools and a real
satellite traffic demand matrix to evaluate the performance
of the two pruning schemes in terms of number of links
pruned, battery level of discharge, average path stretch and
link load distribution.
6.1 Experimental setup
LEO Constellation: We consider a constellation with 6
orbital planes, each orbited by 12 satellites. Satellite orbits
are 780 km in altitude with an orbit inclination angle of
86:4. We do not consider the seams where two Inter-
Satellite Links (ISLs) are switched off due to motions in
opposite directions. Hence, we assume each satellite
maintains four ISLs to its neighboring satellites at all times.
The capacity of every ISL is set to 155 Mbps.
Energy model: To make the evaluation as realistic as
possible we use publicly available data for the Iridium
satellites. Specifically, the battery capacity is set to 500
Wh, transmission power to 11 W, reception power to 6 W,
idle power to 3 W and sleeping mode to 0.3 W (10 % of
idle mode).
Traffic matrix: We generate traffic matrices starting
from real user levels, us, and real Internet host density
levels, hd, collected for each zone in 2005 [31]. Using the
traffic model described in Sect. 5.1.1, we transform us and
hd into hourly traffic levels, ah, for every LEO constellation
link. We assume the traffic level does not change signifi-
cantly within an hour. However, during a 24 h cycle there
is a significant difference in traffic level between peak and
off-peak hours. In the traffic matrices we use in this study
off-peak traffic is between 10 and 20 % of the peak traffic
level.
Basis for comparison: To the best of our knowledge,
there is no other work that tackles the problem of network
pruning in satellite constellations so we use the optimal
solution as benchmark. We compare both forms of heur-
istcs (traffic-agnostic and traffic-aware) with the optimal
solution generated using CPLEX, we named the traf-
fic agnostic optimal solution ‘‘OPTIMAL-Top’’, while
the optimal generated for traffic-aware approach,
"OPTIMAL-Tra". Moreover, for traftic-agnostic approach, 
to measure the value of a carefully designed solution we 
also compare to a solution that simply removes links at 
random, we named this method "RANDOM". Finally, we 
compare the two forms of pruning together. 
6.2 Experiment 1: pruning performance 
ln this section, for each considered heurist ics, we collected 
the percentage of eclipse links that are tumed off (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4(a) shows the number of switched off eclipsed links 
for different values of the Adequacy Index Threshold. It 
can be noticed that as the Adequacy Index Threshold 
increases, the number of links that can be switched off 
decreases, due to the connectivity constraints. Avûld is 
very competitive when compare to the optimal solution. 
While Avûld, built on the algebraic connectivity, is able to 
switch off a large number of eclipse links, between 30 and 
40 %, several times more than the strategy of switching 
links off at random. ln the traffic-aware approach (Fig. 4b), 
we study the pruning performance of BASIC and SNAP 
under the constraint that the maximum link utilization 
never exceeds the threshold, a. The results show that SN AP 
prunes double as many links as BASIC. This validates our 
approach of taking into account the LEO constellation 
characterisitics when designing an efficient networking 
Pruning algorithm. 
Figure 4 shows that Avûld switches off the most links, 
followed closely by SNAP. The fact that A vûld outper­
forms SNAP, albeit by a little, is surprising considering the 
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remarkably high percentage of links, as high as 65 and 60 %, 
respectively. a Percentage of eclipsed links pruned as a function of 
latter requiring instantaneous traffic information. However, 
SNAP is a greedy heuristics that iteratively selects the least 
loaded link in the network as a candidate for being swit­
ched off. Just because a particular link is lightly loaded 
does not necessarily mean it is expandable from the per­
spective of the whole network. 
6.3 Experiment 2: Battery depth of discharge 
ln this experiment, we evaluate the impact of heuristcs on 
the level of battery discharge. Figure 5 shows the results of 
the experiment. To keep the graph simple to read we show 
the results of a single satellite, which is representative of 
the average behavior observed during the simulation on all 
satellites. Note that, a LEO satellite rotates around the earth 
in 100 min, with the eclipse period lasting around 36 min, 
which explains the x-axis going from O to 36 min. 
The results of the experiments show that the network 
pruning with Avûld reduces the battery depth of discharge 
by 12.5 %, compared to doing no pruning. What makes this 
results the more remarkable is that it is very close to the 
optimal solution "OPTIMAL-Top". However, the SNAP 
traffic-aware heuristc reduces the DoD by 12 %, which is 
also close to the optimal solution "OPTIMAL-Tra". Con­
sidering the effect the depth of discharge has on the battery 
lifetime [4, 6), a 12.5 and 12 % reduction in depth of 
discharge can lead to 85 and 80 % increase in the battery 
lifetime, respectively. ln case of BASIC and RANOOM, 
the percentage of lifetime increasing is 45 and 40 %, 
respectively. 
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6.4 Experiment 3: Effect of pruning on shortest 
paths 
ln this experiment, we evaluate the effect of pruning on the 
shortest paths. Removing links inevitably leads to  longer 
routes and the end-to-end delay depends not only on buffer 
delay but also on the number of hops a packet bas to cross 
on the way to the destination. The path stretch is defined as 
the ratio between a shortest path on the pruned topology 
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Figure 6 shows that while there is a price to be paid in 
terms of expected end-to-end delay for being frugal, it is 
quite low. The average path length with Avûld is increased 
by 15 % when AD/r = 0.5. While, the average path length 
with SNAP is increased by 21 % when ix = 0.5. 
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